BEETHOVEN VIOLIN CONCERTO
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 2003 – 3:00 PM
MEANY HALL – UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON

Marjorie Kransberg-Talvi, violin
ORCHESTRA SEATTLE
George Shangrow, conductor

LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN (1770-1827)
Violin Concerto in D major, Op. 61
Allegro ma non troppo
Larghetto
Rondo

Marjorie Kransberg-Talvi, violin

Intermission

FRANZ JOSEPH HAYDN (1732-1809)
Symphony No. 70 in D major
Vivace con brio
Andante (Specie d’un canone in contrapunto doppio)
Menuet: Allegretto
Finale: Allegro con brio

MAESTRO CIRCLE [$10,000 or more]
Barbara & Eugene Kidd

COMPOSER CIRCLE [$5,000-$9,999]
Cultural Development Authority of King County

CONCERTO CIRCLE [$2,500-$4,999]
The Boeing Company
Dr. Kathryn Booth La Force
Lindsay Brown & David Zapolsky
City of Seattle Mayor’s Office of Arts & Cultural Affairs
Gerald & Betty Kechley
Osberg Family Trust
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Sharon & André Agnew ArtsFund
Construction Dispute Resolution
Alex & Nonna Cugini
Dean Drugg
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Microsoft Foundation
H. J. Lurie, MD
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Gary Oules
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Anonymous (2)

VIVACE [$500-$999]
Nola & Marybeth Austin
Boone & Gayle Barker
Paul Benningfield
Jane Blackwell
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Ralph & Sue Cobb
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Michael & Lucy Copass
Bill & Dea Cumming
Dennis Wright-Tremaine LLP
Beatrice Dolf

Douglas & Dana Durasof
Philip E. Gladifter
Sue Herrling
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Dan Lee
Kimberly Osberg Lippman & Alan Lippman
David Means
Tom Nesbit & Penny Nichols
Northwest Hydronic Heating
Ivar & Tordis Pedersen
Hugh & Susan Reichenbach
Nancy Shasteen
Richard & Nancy Taw
Julia Akoury Thiel & Art Thiel
Annie Thompson
George Wallenstein & Julie Lutz
Anonymous

PRESTO [$250-$499]
Barbara & Thomas Anderson
Herbert & Phyllis Anderson
Cynthia M. Cole
Nancy Ellison
Ann Erickson
Cinda Freece
Peter Garbes & Heather MacLaughlin
Fay Griffin
Michael Grummett
David & Candace Holmes
Jesse & Joe Johansen
Sylvia Johnson
Lorellette & Walt Knowles
Jill & Arnold Kosakmo
James & Elhri Larsen
Judith & Alan Lawrence
Theodore Letz
& Paul Blinzer
Timothy & Emily Lunde
Mark Lutz
Laurie Medill & David Savage
Dennis & Jean Moore
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Royal & Barbara Moses
Andrew Murphy
Komi Nakabayashi

Elizabeth & Kenneth Robertson
Barbara Schaad-Lamphere & Theo Schaad
Chris Simson
Patricia & David Vetterlein
Young Soo Voon
Anonymous (2)

ALLEGRO [$400-$149]
Randy Aspel & Deborah Daoust
Catherine Bailey
Andrew & Sally Bell
Robert & Richard Bennett
Robyn Boer
& Toper Jackson
David & Julian Brewer
Steve & Petra Carl
Michael & Patricia Clarke
Judith Cohen
& Stephen Brady
Stephen & Margarete Cova
Carol & Clayton Cook
Helen S. Dahlberg
Russell M. & Penny Deputy
Kyla DeBlere
Jan & Peter Dol
Richard & Judy Doln
Drs. John Edwards
& Ruth Nordlander-Edwards
Diane Ellingsson
Sue Ferguson
William Fitzhugh
Katie Frevert
Paul Frost
Josefa Garbes
Amy Gerard
Donald & Rebecca Gurka
N. Michael & Moreen Hansen
Jo Hansen & Brenda Hogarth
H. Donald Hawkins
Neal & Clara Hulker
Rena Iliman & Thomas Reth
Olga Klein
Pam & Ted Kummert
Peggy Kurtz
Francis J. Kwapis
Craig Kyle
Eileen & Bob Lusk
Aaron Maetzky
Jeff & Kris Matson

Shawn Matthee
Paul McPeek & Dr. Wm. K. Halligan
Steven Messick
& Katie Seuler Messick
Mission Vet Clinic
Christine Moss
Shari Muller-Ho
& Man Chung Ho
Linda & Jerry Paros
Dickson H. & Deirdre Preston
Stephen Provine
Gustav & Claire Raum
Richard & Joan Reed
Allen & Christine Rickett
Eckart & Hildegard Schmidt
Dr.s. Paul & Ellen Schreiber
Joan & David Selvig
Bennie Sienkiewich
Nedra Slauson
A.R. & Jane Stevens
Helen Stetich
William F. Super
Valerie Ann Taylor
Kathryn Weld
& Steven Tschell
William & Kathleen Trier
Peter & Tjtske Van der Meulen
Doug Welti
Lorraine Weltzien
Rob Weltzien
Woody & Helen Wilson
Jenny & Nancy Worsham
Matthew Wynter
& Bonnie Light
Richard V. Wyckoff
& Carol Judge
Anonymous

IN MEMORIAM
Diane Anderson
Rev. Julie Diersen Koch
Bill Scott

IN KIND CONTRIBUTIONS
Bank of America
The Brooklyn Classical KING FM 88.1
Columbia Winery
Gerard & Dominique Seafood

This list includes gifts received between August 1, 2002 and November 1, 2003. While every effort has been made to ensure a complete and accurate listing of our valued patrons, we apologize for any errors. To report an error or omission, please call 206-682-5208 or send an e-mail to osscs@osscs.org.
Corporation:

Corporate Circle

$400,000 and Above
The Boeing Company Employees of The Boeing Company

$250,000 – $299,999
Microsoft Corporation Employees of Microsoft Corporation

$150,000 – $249,999
PACIFIC Foundation Washington Mutual Foundation

$100,000 – $149,999
Weyerhaeuser Company Foundation

$50,000 – 99,999
Govestra Foundation

$25,000 – $49,999
U.S. Bank Wells Fargo Foundation Employees of Wells Fargo

$25,000 – $49,999
Friends of the Arts

Individuals and Foundations donating $10 or more

$60,000 and above
The Allen Foundation for the Arts

$25,000 – $59,999
Dr. and Mrs. E.C. Ahlert Joshua Green Foundation, Inc.

$50,000 – $99,999
Reynolds and Alexander Stewart

$10,000 – $24,999
Joe and Mary Shelley Foundation

Aarts Fund

Support 71 diverse arts groups with a single corporate, individual or workplace giving gift.

EARTHMAKERS

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 15, 2004 – 3:00 PM
MEANY HALL
Catherine Haight, soprano
Howard Finkhauser, tenor
Brian Box, baritone
CAROL SAMS
The Earthmakers

BEETHOVEN

SUNDAY, MARCH 14, 2004 – 3:00 PM
MEANY HALL
Pawlisa Stravinsky, piano
LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN
Consecration of the House Overture, Op. 124
LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN
Piano Concerto No. 3 in C minor, Op. 37
LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN
Symphony No. 7 in D major

ST. MATTHEW PASSION

GOOD FRIDAY, APRIL 9, 2004 – 7:30 PM
BARATAYA HALL
Alain Bennett, Evangelist
Michael Doles, Jesus
Anne Carlisle Bird, soprano
Kathryn Welle, mezzo-soprano
Stephen Wall, tenor
Brian Box, baritone

JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH
St. Matthew Passion, BWV 244

SEASON FINALE

SUNDAY, MAY 16, 2004 – 3:00 PM
TOWN HALL
Michael Partington, guitar
Brian Chin, trumpet
AARON COPLAND
In the Beginning
JACQUIN RODRIGO
Concerto de Aranjuez
ROBERT KECHLEY
Trumpet Concerto – WORLD PREMIERE
WOLFGANG AMADEUS MOZART
Symphony No. 40 in G minor, K. 550

BEETHOVEN VIOLIN CONCERTO

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 2003 – 3:00 PM
MEANY HALL
Marjorie Krenske-Talvi, violin
LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN
Violin Concerto in D major, Op. 61

CHRISTMAS ORATORIO

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 21, 2003 – 3:00 PM
MEANY HALL
Jennifer Driscoll-Holmes, soprano
Kathryn Welle, mezzo-soprano
Stephen Wall, tenor
Brian Box, baritone

WINTER BAROQUE

SUNDAY, JANUARY 18, 2004 – 3:00 PM
TOWN HALL
GEORG FRIEDRICH HANDEL
Christmas Oratorio, BWV 248

Please visit www.osses.org or call 206-682-5208 for tickets.
Violinist Marjorie Kransberg-Talvi is quite familiar to Seattle audiences as Resident Artistic Director and Concertmaster of the Northwest Chamber Orchestra. She began her studies at the age of five at the New England Conservatory of Music, and went on to make her solo debut at the age of nine with the New Hampshire Philharmonic. She studied with Dorothy DeLay at the Juilliard School, Erick Friedman at the Manhattan School, and Jascha Heifetz at the University of Southern California. 

Ms. Kransberg-Talvi has appeared as a soloist with many orchestras, including the Boston Symphony, the Oklahoma City Symphony, the Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra, the Kennedy Center Orchestra, and of course the Northwest Chamber Orchestra. She has performed as a recitalist and chamber musician in many acclaimed venues, including the Gardner Museum in Boston, Bagemusic in New York, the Getty Museum in Los Angeles, the Tacoma International Music Festival and her beloved Showcase Series in Seattle, of which she is the artistic director. She is also the concertmaster of the Pacific Northwest Ballet. While living in Los Angeles, Ms. Kransberg-Talvi became a member of the Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra, with whom she recorded Bach's Brandenburg Concerto No. 2 with Gerard Schwarz for the Angel label and Vivaldi's *Four Seasons* with Alun Francis for the Ambassador label. Ms. Kransberg-Talvi lives in Seattle with her husband, Ilkka Talvi, concertmaster of the Seattle Symphony, and their two musical daughters, Anna and Sarah. Ms. Kransberg-Talvi and Mr. Talvi have performed often as a duo team, most recently in the 1999 FinnFest at Meany Hall, where they premiered a work for two violins by Finnish composer Erkki Salmenhaara.

Conductor and Music Director GEORGE SHANGROW founded the Seattle Chamber Singers in 1969 and Orchestra Seattle (formerly the Broadway Symphony) in 1979. A musician with a broad range of skills, Mr. Shangrow studied conducting, Baroque performance practice, harpsichord, and composition at the University of Washington. He began his professional conducting career at age 18 and has since concentrated his musical efforts with OSSCS. He has appeared as guest conductor with the Seattle Symphony, Northwest Chamber Orchestra, Tacoma Opera, Rudolf Nureyev and Friends, East Texas University Opera, Oregon Symphony and the Sapporo (Japan) Symphony. He was Music Director and Conductor of Pacific Chamber Opera from 1976 to 1978 and has conducted world premieres of six operas and numerous other orchestral and choral works. Mr. Shangrow has taught at Seattle University and Seattle Community College and is a frequent lecturer throughout the Northwest. He is currently on the faculty of the Seattle Conservatory of Music, where he teaches Music History, Conducting, and Literature. He concertizes frequently as part of the Cohan-Shangrow Duo with flutist Jeffrey Cohan. Having toured Europe several times as keyboardist and conductor, he is a sought-after accompanist and has appeared in concert on the piano and harpsichord with many noted soloists and ensembles such as El Trío Grande, the Kronos Quartet, Northwest Chamber Orchestra, and the Seattle Symphony. Seattle music lovers also know him as a regular announcer on Classical KING-FM and host of *Live By George*, a nightly radio program featuring live, in-studio classical music performances.

**SOLO ARTISTS**

**VIOLIN**
- Susan Carpenter
- Lauren Daugherty
- Stacey Dye
- Stephen Hegg
- Sue Herring
- Jason Hershey
- Emmy Hoech
- Maria Hunt
- Fritz Klein
- Pam Kummert
- Natasha Lewis
- Eileen Lusk
- Mark Lutz
- Avron Maletzky
- Alicia McBride
- Gregor Nitsche
- Susan Ovens
- Leif-ivar Pedersen*
- Stephen Provine**
- Theo Schaad
- Nicola Shangrow*
- Nancy Shaw
- Janet Showalter
- Kenna Smith-Shangrow

**VIOLA**
- Deborah Daoust
- Beatrice Dolf
- Audrey Don
- Dawn Juliano
- Jim Lurie
- Katherine McWilliams*
- Håkan Olsson
- Robert Shangrow
- Parikhit Sinha

**CELLLO**
- Pat Lyon
- Katie Sauter Messick
- Annie Roberts
- Valerie Ross
- Joan Selvig
- Amanda Sinha
- Lindsay Smith
- Karen Thomson
- Matthew Wyant*

**E-FLAT CLARINET**
- Jon Hansen*
- Geoff Larson
- Steve Messick
- Doug Pierson
- Chris Simison

**FLUTE**
- Shari Müller-Ho*
- Melissa Underhill

**OBEO**
- Brent Hages
- Patrick Kane

**SAXOPHONE**
- Scott Granlund
- Vanessa Sielert

**TROMBONE**
- Paul Bogataj
- Moc Escobedo*
- David Holmes

**TUBA**
- David Brewer

**TIMPANI**
- Daniel Ole

**PERCUSSION**
- Lacey Brown
- Justin Cole
- Aaron Voros

**CELESTA**
- Sallie Teutsch

* principal

** concertmaster
LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN
Violin Concerto in D major, Op. 61

Beethoven was born in Bonn on December 16, 1770 and died in Vienna on March 26, 1827. He composed this concerto in 1806 and the first performance was given at Vienna's Theater-an-der-Wien on December 23 of that year, with Franz Clement as soloist. In addition to solo violin, the score calls for flute, pairs of oboes, clarinets, bassoons, horns and trumpets, timpani and strings.

Beethoven composed his only violin concerto not only for a specific performer (Franz Clement) but also for a specific occasion (a benefit concert for Clement himself). It was not well received at the premiere (likely due to hasty preparations for the concert that left little time for rehearsal) and was not generally accepted as one of the greatest concertos for the instrument until many years later, when a child prodigy named Joseph Joachim took up the work.

Five repeated notes (all D) from the timpani introduce the work, leading to a gentle woodwind theme. This five-note rhythm, which will dominate the movement, soon reappears in the violins, but now as a D-sharp; it is impossible for listeners today to experience just how remarkable these D-sharps must have sounded in 1806. After the orchestra introduces several themes, the violin enters, elaborating on them as they are repeated and then developed.

The slow movement is cast as a set of theme and variations, with flutes and oboes omitted in favor of muted strings and lower winds, as well as pizzicato strings in a remarkable episode. A brief cadenza leads directly to the ebullient hunting-horn finale. For this performance Ms. Kransberg-Talvi plays the cadenzas composed by Fritz Kreisler.

FRANZ JOSEPH HAYDN
Symphony No. 70 in D major

Haydn was born in Rohrau, Lower Austria, on March 31, 1732 and died in Vienna on May 31, 1809. This symphony was written in late 1779 and premiered on December 18 of that year at Eszterháza. The score calls for an orchestra consisting of flute, 2 oboes, bassoon, 2 horns, 2 trumpets, timpani and strings.

In November of 1779 a fire at Eszterháza, the lavish estate of Haydn's employer, Prince Nikolaus, destroyed the palace's opera house, and along with it Haydn's harpsichord and a number of important manuscripts. Despite this tragedy, just a month after the fire a cornerstone was laid for a new and grander opera house. It was for this ceremony that Haydn composed and first performed his Symphony No. 70.

Haydn had diminished his symphonic output during the preceding decade, concentrating instead on other genres. Most of the symphonies he did compose were in full or in part reworkings of incidental music; the D major symphony heard this afternoon is the notable exception: while it overflows with wit and good cheer throughout, it exhibits a contrapuntal mastery and a seriousness of artistic purpose unmatched by its contemporaries in Haydn's catalog.

The symphony begins explosively with a descending D major triad, in a fast 3/4 time signature. Nearly all of the movement is derived from these opening bars and from an insistent rhythm of four repeated notes—this rhythm concludes the first half of the movement (on a unison A) and are answered in startling fashion by four C-natural unisons to open the second half.

Haydn dubbed the slow movement specie d'un canone in contrapunto doppio, or a two-part canon in which the two parts of the canon are invertible. The movement alternates between minor and major, variations of the themes passing around the orchestra. The movement concludes in D minor, although there is no third in the final chord, allowing the delightful minuet to return the work to D major. After a graceful trio, there is the customary repeat of the minuet, but Haydn tacks on a coda of grander scope to finish off the movement powerful fashion.

The finale returns to D minor (not unprecedented, but still quite unusual at the time), beginning with five repeated unison notes, all D (just like the Beethoven violin concerto on the first half of this program). Haydn's rhythm, an extension of the four repeated notes from the first movement, is at first answered by gentle rising and falling string phrases. Before long, however, Haydn is once again flexing his compositional muscles, as the first four notes of this rhythm launch a fugue—and not just any fugue but a triple fugue in contrapunto doppio, or three simultaneous two-part fugues.

MAURICE RAVEL
Boléro

Joseph-Maurice Ravel was born in Ciboure, Basses Pyrénées, France, on March 7, 1875, and died in Paris on December 28, 1937. He composed Boléro between July and October of 1928; the first performance was given by Ida Rubinstein's troupe at the Paris Opéra on November 22 of that year with an orchestra under the direction of Walther Straram. The score calls for a large orchestra consisting of 2 flutes, piccolo, 2 oboes, oboe d'amore, English horn, 2 clarinets, E-flat clarinet, bass clarinet, soprano and tenor saxophones, 2 bassoons, contrabassoon, 4 horns, 3 trumpets, D trumpet, 3 trombones, tuba, timpani, 2 snare drums, cymbals, tam-tam, harp, celesta and strings.

Ravel had a love-hate relationship with what quickly became his most popular work, once remarking, "I have written only one masterpiece. That is Boléro. Unfortunately, it contains no music." Composed as a ballet at the behest of Ida Rubinstein, the work begins quietly with a two-bar snare drum rhythm that will be repeated unchanged until the end, gradually growing louder as more instruments join in with the theme and the rhythmic accompaniment. There are actually two related themes, the first stated by the flute and repeated by the clarinet, the second introduced by the bassoon and repeated by the E-flat clarinet. These themes are then passed to other solo instruments and groups as the orchestration builds, always in C major until a cathartic key change to E major near the end.

—Jeff Eldridge
CREATION
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 25, 2003 – 7:30 PM
MEANY HALL
Catherine Haight, soprano
Howard Fankhauser, tenor
Bryan Box, baritone
FRANZ JOSEPH HAYDN
Die Schöpfung (The Creation)

BEETHOVEN \nSUNDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 2003 – 3:00 PM
MEANY HALL
Marjorie Krenske-Talvi, violin
LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN
Violin Concerto in D major, Op. 61
FRANZ JOSEPH HAYDN
Symphony No. 70 in D major

MAURICE RAVEL
Boléro

MESSIAH
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 5, 2003 – 7:30 PM
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 7, 2003 – 3:00 PM
FIRST FREE METHODIST CHURCH
Catherine Haight, soprano – Emily Lunde, mezzo-soprano
Stephen Wall, tenor – Brian Box, baritone
GEORG FRIEDRICH HANDEL
Messiah

CHRISTMAS ORATORIO
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 21, 2003 – 3:00 PM
MEANY HALL
Jennifer Driscoll-Holmes, soprano
Kathryn Weld, mezzo-soprano
Stephen Wall, tenor
Brian Box, baritone
JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH
Christmas Oratorio, BWV 248

WINTER BAROQUE
SUNDAY, JANUARY 18, 2004 – 3:00 PM
TOWN HALL
GEORG FRIEDRICH HANDEL
Concerto Grosso in D major, Op. 6 No. 5
IGOR STRAVINSKY
Dances concertantes
JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH
Am Abend aber desselben Sabbats, BWV 42

EARTHMAKERS
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 15, 2004 – 3:00 PM
MEANY HALL
CAROL SAMS
The Earthmakers

BEETHOVEN P
SUNDAY, MARCH 14, 2004 – 3:00 PM
MEANY HALL
Povliás Stravinsky, piano
LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN
Consecration of the House Overture, Op. 124
LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN
Piano Concerto No. 3 in C minor, Op. 37
LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN
Symphony No. 3 in E flat major (Eroica), Op. 55

ST. MATTHEW PASSION
GOOD FRIDAY, APRIL 9, 2004 – 7:30 PM
BENAROTA HALL
Alan Bennett, Evangelist
Michael Delos, Jesus
Anne Carolyn Bird, soprano
Kathryn Weld, mezzo-soprano
Stephen Wall, tenor
Brian Box, baritone
JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH
St. Matthew Passion, BWV 244

SEASON FINALE
SUNDAY, MAY 16, 2004 – 3:00 PM
TOWN HALL
Michael Partington, guitar
Brian Chin, trumpet
AARON COPLAND
In the Beginning
JOAQUÍN RODRIGO
Concierto de Aranjuez
ROBERT KEECHLEY
Trumpet Concerto – WORLD PREMIERE
WOLFGANG AMADEUS MOZART
Symphony No. 40 in G minor, K. 550

Please visit www.oscs.org or call 206-682-5208 for tickets.
BEETHOVEN VIOLIN CONCERTO

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 2003 – 3:00 PM
MEANY HALL – UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON

Marjorie Kransberg-Talvi, violin
ORCHESTRA SEATTLE
George Shangrow, conductor

LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN (1770-1827)
Violin Concerto in D major, Op. 61
Allegro ma non troppo
Larghetto
Rondo

― Intermission ―

FRANZ JOSEPH HAYDN (1732-1809)
Symphony No. 70 in D major

MAESTRO CIRCLE [$10,000 or more]
Barbara & Eugene Kidd

COMPOSER CIRCLE [$5,000-$9,999]
Cultural Development Authority of King County

CONCERTO CIRCLE [$2,500-$4,999]
The Boeing Company
Dr. Kathryn Booth La Force
Lindsay Brown & David Zapioly
City of Seattle Mayor's Office of Arts & Cultural Affairs
Gerald & Betty Kechley
Osberg Family Trust

CADEZNA CIRCLE [$1,000-$2,499]
Sharon & Andre Agnew ArtsFund
Construction Dispute Resolution
Alex & Norma Cugini
Dean Drugg

Franz Joseph Haydn (1732-1809)

Symphony No. 70 in D major

Maurice Ravel (1875-1937)
Boëlo

Please disconnect signal watches, pagers and cellular telephones. Thank you. Use of cameras and recording equipment is not permitted in the concert hall.
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This list includes gifts received between August 1, 2002 and November 1, 2003. While every effort has been made to ensure a complete and accurate listing of our valued patrons, we apologize for any errors. To report an error or omission, please call 206-682-5208 or send an e-mail to osscs@osscs.org.